
O:509-738-9004,

145 w 3rd Ave, Kettle Falls WA

NOW INCLUDING OUR NEW ECO FEEDS!





 Feed 3T and under PQ 4 T PQ 5T PQ S/R$

 Poultry Starter $16.79 $16.22 15.86 $23.99

 Poultry Grower $15.39 $14.53 14.17 $21.99

 LAYER $13.99 $12.99 12.56 $19.99

 Swine Grower $13.99 $13.04 12.68 $19.99

 Goat $15.04 $13.97 13.61 $21.49

 Sheep $13.64 $12.67 12.14 $19.49

 Scratch $11.19 $10.39 9.44 $15.99

 Dairy $14.34 $13.32 12.82 $20.49

 Beef $13.29 $12.34 11.68 $18.99

 All Stock $13.29 $12.34 11.55 $19.99

Mix and match any feeds to fill your pallet. Up to 62 bags per pallet.

Prices are based on a per quarter basis. Order 5T or more in a Quarter to get the best 
price.  

3T = 3 Tons PQ = Per quarter

ORDER TODAY! CALL 509-738-9004



 Feed 3T and under PQ 4 T PQ 5T PQ

 Poultry Starter $.400 $.385 $.376

 Poultry Grower $.365 $.343 $.334

 LAYER $.330 $.305 $.294

 Swine Grower $.330 $.306 $.297

 Goat $.356 $.329 $.320

 Sheep $.321 $.297 $.284

 Scratch $.260 $.240 $.221

 Dairy $.339 $.313 $.301

 Beef $.312 $.289 $.272

 All Stock $.312 $.289 $.269

Up to 2500 pounds in a super sack.

Prices are based on a per quarter basis. Order 5T or more in a Quarter to 
get the best price.  

3T = 3 Tons PQ = Per quarter

ORDER TODAY! CALL 509-738-9004



ECONOMY MASH

 Feed 3T and under PQ 4 T PQ 5T PQ S/R$

 ECO Poultry Starter $15.74 $14.87 $14.72 $22.49

 ECO Poultry Grower $14.34 $13.44 $13.28 $20.49

 ECO LAYER $12.59 $11.69 $11.40 $17.99

 ECO Swine Grower $12.24 $11.37 $10.80 $17.49

Our Eco feeds have the same high quality non GMO ingredients as our Premium line.

Eco Feeds help you by providing you with Non GMO, Corn and Soy free rations at a lesser price 
than our premium lines. This allows you to continue to advertise your products as NON GMO, no 

corn, no soy but add more to your bottom line.

Mix and match any feeds to fill your pallet. Up to 62 bags per pallet.

Prices are based on a per quarter basis. Order 5T or more in a Quarter to get the best price.  

3T = 3 Tons

PQ = Per quarter

ORDER TODAY! CALL 509-738-9004



ECONOMY

 Feed 3T and under PQ 4 T PQ 5T PQ

 ECO Poultry Starter $.362 $.352 $.343

 ECO Poultry Grower $.328 $.316 $.307

 ECO LAYER $.286 $.269 $.260

 ECO Swine Grower $.277 $.259 $.250

Our Eco feeds have the same high quality non GMO ingredients as 
our Premium line.

Eco Feeds help you by providing you with Non GMO, Corn and Soy 
free rations at a lesser price than our premium lines. This allows 

you to continue to advertise your products as NON GMO, no corn, 
no soy but add more to your bottom line.

Up to 2500 pounds in a super sack.

Prices are based on a per quarter basis. Order 5T or more in a Quarter to get the best price.  

3T = 3 Tons PQ = Per quarter

ORDER TODAY! CALL 509-738-9004



SHIPPING
We are happy to set up shipping for you! Here are a few 
options for shipping.

Orders can be shipped through Peninsula Trucking 
Peninsula Trucking $103 per pallet up to 62 bags. 

Additional cost for residential delivery.

Or back hauled through Animal Supply when they have room. Animal 
supply is not a guaranteed delivery date.

Animal Supply $55 per pallet up to 62 bags 
Best shipped to business addresses.
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